You’ve Reached Sam
By Dustin Thao
YA THAO
Seventeen-year-old Julie fell
in love with Sam the day
she met him, and planned
to attend college with him;
but Sam died, and getting
rid of his things, trying to erase him from
her life is not working, so desperate to hear
his voice one more time, Julie calls his
cellphone expecting to hear his voicemail-but then Sam answers, and suddenly their
cellphones become the living connection
between them, a connection Julie finds
impossible to let go.

The Hawthorne Legacy
By Jennifer Barnes
YA BARNES
Rumors spread that Tobias
Hawthorne's lost son may
still be alive, casting doubt
on seventeen-year-old
Avery's inheritance and
changing the rules of the
game.

These Violent Delights
By Chloe Gong
YA GONG
In 1926 Shanghai, eighteenyear-old Juliette Cai, heir of
the Scarlet Gang, and her
first love-turned-rival Roma
Montagov, leader of the
White Flowers, must work
together when mysterious deaths threaten
their city

Iron Widow
By Xiran Jay Zhao
YA ZHAO
The boys of Huaxia dream
of pairing up with girls to
pilot Chrysalises, giant
transforming robots that
can battle the aliens that
lurk beyond the Great Wall
of China. It doesn't matter that the girls die
from the mental strain. When 18-year-old
Zetian offers herself up as a concubine-pilot,
it's to assassinate the ace male pilot
responsible for her sister's death. But when
she gets her vengeance, it becomes clear
that she is an Iron Widow, a rare kind of
female pilot who can sacrifice males to
power up Chrysalises instead. To tame her
frightening yet valuable mental strength,
she is paired up with Li Shimin, the
strongest male pilot in Huaxia, yet feared
and ostracized for killing his father and
brothers. But now that Zetian has had a
taste of power, she will not cower so easily.
She will take over instead, or die trying
Firekeeper’s Daughter
By Angelline Boulley
YA BOULLEY
Daunis Fontaine has never
quite fit in. She dreams of
college, but when her family is
struck by tragedy she puts her
future on hold to care for her
fragile mother. The only bright spot is
meeting Jamie, a new recruit on her brother
Levi's hockey team. When Daunis witnesses
a shocking murder, she reluctantly agrees
to go undercover, drawing on her
knowledge of chemistry and Ojibwe
traditional medicine to track down the
source of a new drug. How far will she go to
protect her community, if it threatens to
tear apart the only world she's ever known?
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Magic Steeped in Poison
By Judy I. Lin
YA LIN
Ning enters a cutthroat magical competition
to find the kingdom's greatest master of the
art of brewing tea, but political schemes and
secrets make her goal of gaining access to
royal physicians to cure her dying sister far
more dangerous than she imagined.

Gallant
By V.E Schwab
YA SCHWAB
Olivia Prior has grown up in
Merilance School for girls,
and all she has of her past
is her mother's journal-which seems to unravel into
madness. Then, a letter
invites Olivia to come home--to Gallant. Yet
when Olivia arrives, no one is expecting her.
But Olivia is not about to leave the first
place that feels like home, it doesn't matter
if her cousin Matthew is hostile or if she
sees half-formed ghouls haunting the
hallways. Olivia knows that Gallant is hiding
secrets, and she is determined to uncover
them. When she crosses a ruined wall at
just the right moment, Olivia finds herself in
a place that is Gallant--but not. The manor
is crumbling, the ghouls are solid, and a
mysterious figure rules over all. Now Olivia
sees what has unraveled generations of her
family, and where her father may have
come from. Olivia has always wanted to
belong somewhere, but will she take her
place as a Prior, protecting our world
against the Master of the House? Or will she
take her place beside him

One of Us is Lying
By Karen M. McManus
YA McMANUS
Five students walk into
Bayview High detection.
Only four walk out....
Simon was the creator of
a high school gossip app.
He planned to post juicy
reveals about his four high-profile
classmates. When he dies before detention
is over, is one of them a murderer-- or are
they the perfect patsies for a killer?

She Gets the Girl
By Rachael Lippincott
YA LIPPINCOTT
Alex Blackwood is really good
at getting the girl she wants,
but coming from a broken
home with an alcoholic
mother, she finds
commitment difficult - even when she thinks
she is in love. Impossibly awkward Molly
Parker has a crush on the cool Cora Myers,
but she does not know how to even start a
conversation, much less make a connection.
At college together in Pittsburgh, Alex
decides that helping Molly snag Cora will
prove to her own flame that she is not
totally selfish - but things do not work out
as the two have planned.

Hotel Magnifique
By Emily J Taylor
YA TAYLOR
Seventeen-year-old Jani and her little sister
Zosa secure jobs at a glamorous magical
hotel, but when Jani realizes that their staff
contracts are unbreakable, she embarks on
a mission to unravel the mystery of the
magic at the heart of the hotel and free
Zosa--and the other staff--from the cruelty
of the ruthless maître d'hôtel.

